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ABSTRACT

The Hawaiian lava lake in the Kilauea Iki pit crater,
resulting from the 1959 sununit eruption of Kilauea
volcano, has served as a natural laboratory for the con
tinuing study of. the petrology,rheology, and thermal
history of ponded molt.en basalt flows in the field en
vironment. During 1975 and 1976, a series of electro
magnetic and seismic experiments were coordinated, and
in some cases supported, by the Magma Energy Prograki··.t.
Sandia Laboratories in an attempt to define the in-situ
geophysical properties and the configuration of the mol
ten lava core as closely as possible. This effort in
volved workers from the United States Geological Survey
(USGS), University of Texas, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), Sandia Laboratories, and Brown Univer
sity. Drilling and geophysj,cal experiments in 1976 suer
gested that the solidified crust of the lava lake had a
cool, resistive surface layer, undersaturated with water
to a depth of 5 metres.. A warm, .wet.. layer. containing
apprecia.b1ew~t.erand!or steam w -'"essentIally isotherm.-
a1 (100·C) to 33 m. 3 to 45 metres the tem
perature~ rapidly (from 100· to 1,070·C) until a
thin plexus of molten sills was encountered, interbedded
with solid layers. Below this (50 metres) was apparent
1y a layer having the highest temperature, lowest visco
sity, and lowest density of olivine phenocrysts. At 70
metres, a transition zone to a crystalline mush was in
dicated. and finally (between 80 and 95 metres), solid
basalt extended down to the pref10w surface at a depth
of 115 to 120 metres.

DISTRIBUTION OF THIS OOCUAlEHT IS UHUMlmJ~\ 3•.'
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GEOPHYSICAL SENSING EXPERIMENTS ON KILAUEA IKI LAVA LAKE

Introduction

!ndirect response to recommendations made at the Magma Workshop held at

Kailua/Kena, Hawaii, 3 t06 March 1975, (Sandia LaboratoriesReport,SAND75-0306)

the SandiaMa9Illa'En~rgyProject, in 601laboration with the·United States Geologic

Survey '(USGS), supported a series of geophysicalsensing~xperimentsduring,l976 on

Kilauea: XU 'lava:lake.Apersistent theme throughout the Magma Workshop was discus

sio~ on developing and testfngtechniques for detecting and evaluating the physical

and chemical characterlstfcs of major magma struct.ures at depth within the earth' s

crust. As a result, 'a rec()mlnenda'tion was made to test various geophy'sical techni';'
I., .' _. ~ ." ., ,

queson kno~ magma bodies such as Ktlauealki:s.o that the ,effectiveness of the

different methods could be determined.

A parallel recommendation of the workshop was to use geologic information

from eroded and .exhumed fossil magma systems to better understand present-day active

magma systems •.

Both of these recommendations have resulted in a comprehensiveinvestlgation

of the configuration,and physical characteri8~icsof a known small~scale magma sys

tem in K'ilauealki crater on the island of HawaiL

"f- :~

The lava lake in the Kilauea Ikipit crater·,t:esulted from the summit' eruption

of Kilauea volcano (Fi9l.Jre 1) during NovemberandDec.emb~r1959. The Kilauea Iki

pit' crater was approximately 200 metres deep before the eruptiol1. On ·14 November.
1959, a fissure opened halfway up the southwest wall of the ,crater, and1av,a flowing

frM the fissure quickly filled the pit crater to the level of ,the eruptiClI1Ven,t;

during a single eruptive phase lasting 7 days (Figure 2, this repOrt 7 Richter et a1,

1970, p E5). The total lava erupted during this firs.t phase has beim,est.imated at

40 x 106 cubic yards. During the month following, 16 additional discrete sequences
f'" '-" '. . -.:.., ,.....' -.', ',.- . "

of lava outpouring and draining back into the vent added apprBximatel~ another lOx

106'cubic yards to the v01uin~.ofthe molten lava pond. By 20 December,1959,'activ

ity;ceased:.the level ofth~lake stood 110 'to 120 metres above the original floor,

and the lake had a diameter of approximately 750 metres. S~eiF,ig~re;3,{mea~urements

are'in feet).

Additional lava lakes have formed since 1959 along the east rift of Kilauea:

Aloi (l962,'1965),1.lae(1963;: 1968)j'and,MakaopuhiU,96SL although atpreserit only

~Kilauea: hi is accessible,the:othershaving.been covered 'by the eruption of 1969

-and later (wdght.:et. al;1976).



KILAUEA IKI
OVERLOOK
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igure -1., Map of the Kilauea Summit Area, Showing Principal 1959 Erup
tive:'Featuresin and -around' Kilauea Iki and the 1960. Collapse'
in Halemaumau. Location of outline-and vents of ,the 1954
flow'·on the caldera floor are .from MacDonald and Eaton, i957
(after Richter et al,1970, Figure 3). "
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1970, Figure 2). . .
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Figure 3. Map and Section of Kilauea .Iki Crater before and after tpe 1959
Summit Eruption, Show~ng Location of USGS Drill Holes. Small
open circles show location. of permanent reference stations on
the lava lake (after Richter and Moore, 1966, .Figure 2).
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"

Constraints on Lava Lens Configuration Prior to Geophysical Experiments
- .. ,',;,: .... "

Because of theiraccessil#lity, the three modern lava lakes, Kilauea Iki
(1959) ,Alae (1962), and MakaopUh( (1965), have been intensively drilled, cored,
and sampled by the USGS and have served for a number of years as natural labora
tories for studying the petrology, rheology, and thermal history of ponded molten
basalt nows in the actual field environment (Wright et,al, 1976).

Moreover, a considerable amount of useful background information has been
supplied through the work of Moore and Evans (1967) on the exposed, prehistoric
lava lake revealed When the present day Makaopuhi pit crater was formed. The pre
historic Makaopuhi lava lake is an ideal analog to the mode,rn lava lakes because of
its similarity to the modern lakes inslze.and chemistry (Moore and Evans, 1967).
In a sense, the work of Moore and Evans is as essential a contribut'ion to the inter
pretation of geophysical data from Kilauea Iki as is the study of exhumed fossil
plutons to geophysical measur~ents of deep crustal magma structures. It was logi-

'. '..- . ~. . .

cal, therefore, that ,the sandia Magma Energy Project mobilize its efforts around the
knowledge of both the prehistoric and modern Hawaiian lava lakes established through

the long-term research activities of the USGS.

The most fundamental constraint pn the present configuration of Kilauea Iki
lava lake is .the present total thickness of the lava flow, both chilled and molten,
of 115 to 120 metres (Holcomb, 1976). Since 1960, 55 holes have been drilled
through the crusts of the 3 lava lakes (13 of Which were drilled through the crust
of Kilauea Iki lava lake (Colp and Okamura, 1978». Temperatures logged in these
holes, as well as total crustal thicknesses, are useful in constructing and testing
thermal history models (Peck et aI, 1977). A summary of the results of the Kilauea
Iki holes is given in Table 1, in particUlar,' the depth at Which "melt" was encoun
tered. It should be noted, that in this regard, the "depth to melt" is a pragmatic
term since baSalt has a melting range from 980' to 1,200·C. According to Wright et
al (1976), it is the depth 'at which there is a marked decrease in the rigidity of
the basalt as well as an increase in the abundance of olivine phenocrysts. This

so-called liquid/solid interface occurs at a temperature of, 1,070 i S'C.

Typical temperatures as a function of depth in recent boreholes on Kilauea
Iki are given in Figure 4 (after Colp, 1976). It isinstructiYe to note :in this
figure that temperatures are essentially isothermal at lOO'C to a depth Of 33

metres (110 feet) due to the efficient circulation of meteoric water. From 33 to
45 metres, a sharp increase in thermal gradient occurs until, at 4~metres, melt is
encountered.

Very few attempts have been made to penetrate through the melt, but this was
the specific objective of the 76-1 borehole lubcontracted by Sandi~ and superv:ised
by USGS personnel. Tni. hole encountered melt at 44.7 metres, and, When an attempt
was made to push through the melt, progress was stopped by a rigid obstacle at 45.3

metree. In other 1II/Ords,only 0.-5 metre Qf melt'was penetrated. Ttlis fact has
raised three possibilities regarding the drilling results, (1) the actual mOlte~

lava lens is Qnlya half metre tbick, (2)a thin ~ne or plexus of molten'sills is
an inherent feature of the cooling process (a possibility favored by Colp and



Table 1 ,

Sequence of Holes Drilled into Kilauea Iki (afterCo1p and Okamura, 1978)

Depth
Drilling Number of Holes to Melt

Agency Date 1-3716-1n. dia. 2-1n.dia. 3-in. dia. (ftl
HVO 4-8/1960 1 16.0
LRL 7/1960 1 19.0
HVO 4/1961 1 29.7
HVO* 10/1961 35.0
HVO 5-6/1962 1 41.6
HVO 12/1962 1 43.6
HVO 3/1967 1 85.0
HVo '5:'7/1967 1 85.0
HVO 10/1967 1 87.0
HVO ,2-3/1975 145.0
SANDI A/HVO 8/1976 149.3

*Redril1ed and deepened hole originally in April 1961.
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Figure 4. Kilauea Iki Borehole Temperature Profile (after Colp, 1976)
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Okamura, 1978), or (3) the drill did indeed h~t the principal molten lens and then
struck a piece of foundered, more refractory material, such as a piece of stopped

crust.

It will be shown that the geophysical measurements have detected a molten
lens from 15 ,to 30 metres thick, which appears to rule out·the first possibility

(above). On the other hand, the second possibility is very real, particularly in
view of the observation by Peck et al (1977, p 429) that a preliminary calculation

of the thermal history of Kilauea Iki lava lake by Tom Wright suggested a crust
that in January 1975 should have been approximately 58 metres thick. Table 1 sh~ws

that this was at variance with the actual Observation of 43 to 44 metres in holes
drilled in February 1975. Peck et al (1977) suggest that a possible reason for

this may be that the effect of rain water is less for cooling thick flows than thin
flows because, in thick flows, some of the flashed steam is condensed before it

reaches the atmosphere and is recycled within the chilled basalt column without
effectively. transferring h-eat to the free atmosphere. Alternatively, Peck et al'

may haVe underestimated the depth to the actual molten ,lens because they too have
encountered the plexus of sills that the 76-1 borehole encountered. Undoubtedly,

rain water is less effective in transferring heat inthick than in thin flows, but
the molten core of the lava lens may be somewhat deeper than indicated by the

uppermost melt accumulation.

Additional constraints on reconstructing the actual configuration of the

present-day lava lens in Kilauea Iki may be imposed from geologic and thermal

history studies of the exposed prehistoric Makaopuhi lava lake. Moore and Evans
(1976) have used the fact that si~nificant fluctuations in the bulk rock chemistry

are due primarily to the gravitational settling of phenocrysts of Olivine: this
settling in turn is controlled by the viscosity of the melt, which is a strong

function of temperature. The most differentiated part of the lake, the olivine
depleted layer, is at a depth of 30 to 39 metres. (The lake reaches a total depth

of 63 metres.) Moreover, preliminary calculations of the thermal history of this
same lake by Evans and Moore (1968, p 111) showed that maximum temperatures were

attained at a depth of 36 metres, and, as the maximum temperature decreased in time

due to cooling, its position descended by 5 ! 3 metres. Thus, according to the
field observations and thermal history calculations on the prehistoric Makaopuhi
lava lake, the highest temperatures and the slowe'st rate of cooling were experi

enced at 'a depth of 36 to 40 metres, a depth equivalent to 54 to 60% of its total
thickness.

The Geophysical Sensing Experiments

In early 1976, a series of geophysical sensing experime~ts was initiated on
Kilauea Iki lava lake with the following objectives in mind:

1. Monitor the geophysical properties of la~a in-situ,

2. Map the thickness and edge of the lava lens as a prelude to an extensive
drilling program, and



3. Evaluate the feasibility of using geophysical methods for detecting and
delineating major magma structures in the earth's crust (2 to 10 kID).

Both seismic and electromagnetic experiments were carried out by a.number of people
from Sandia Laboratories, the USGS, MIT, and the University of Texas at Austin.

Table 2 provides a list of the types of experiments'carried out.

Table 2

Geophysical Experiments Performed
On Kilauea Iki Lava Lake

1. Dipole-Dipole Electromagnetic Induction Experiments
(Frischknect, Zab1ocki,'B.Smith, Flanigan)

2. yery-Low-Frequency Radio Wave Methods (Zablocki, Anderson)

3. Galvanic Four~E1ectrode Resistivity Soundings (Zablocki,
B. Smith)

4. Audio-Frequency Magnetotelluric Profiling And Sounding
(Bostick, S.- Smith, Boehl)

5. Passive Monitoring of Seismic Noise (Aki, Chouet, Co1p)

6. Teleseismic Mea'surements (Aki , Chouet )

7. Small-Scale Seismic Refraction Experiments Using Artificial

Charges (Aki, Chouet)

Active Electromagnetic' Experiments

The interpretatipnof the active electromagnetic experiments has led to quan
titative estimates of rhe depth, thickness, and ~atera1 dimensions of the lava

lens. It is 1rorth reexamining the, uncertainties and 'assumptions involved in the
interpretation because a number olthe conclusions are in direct conflict with the

reported results of the, seismic experiments. TPefollowing discussion separates
the suite of active e1~ctromagnetic experiment~/into twogr~ups, those defining the

vertical structure and,those defining the lateral boundaries of the lava lens.

Vertical sounding·~.. Twoc1a.sses of electrical experiments were carried out
to study the vertical st~ucture of the l~va 1en~. . Zablocki (1976) describes

Sch1umberger, or galvanic, fo~r:-:,e1ectrode electrical sounding 'data obtained from
expanding '. the separation, betwee~e1ect';odes along th.e t1ro1!nes indicated in Figure

5, VES-NSand VES-EW (yES: y'ertica1 !lectrica1 ~unding).' During the spring of
1916, t1ro-100pe1ectromagnetic soundings were performed,by the USGS, using a trans

mitting.1oop located as shown in Figure 5 and receiving loops placed first 108
metres and then 200 metres from the center of the transmitter loop.

The schlumberger·rGai~anic) SOU~dings -- The Schl\lI11berger data of Zablocki
(1976) shown in Figure 6 has contributed significantly to defining the vertical

structure of the chilled resistive layers above the molten lava lens. According to
Zablocki (1976), the surface layers have the configuration indicated in Table 3.

13
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Figure 5. Location of Vertical Electrical Sounding Lines in Kilauea Iki
Crater (after Smith et aI, 1~77, Figure 1)
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Table 3.

Interpretation of Schlumberger .Data (after. Zablocld, 1976, andSmith et aI, 1977)

Layer Number
Depth to Top

(metres)

o
l~O - 1.7
4.0 - 5.4

33
(447)

Resistivity
(ohm-metres)

25,000
5,000 -<7,000

600
(40,0007)

(37)

The high resistivity of Layer ,lis undo1,1btedly due to a low concentration of
pore fluids (meteoric water) in a very porous and heavily fractured material. The
someWhat lower resistivity of Layers 2 and 3 may reflect a higher pore fluid con
centration, along with an ~ncrease in the amount of dissolved salts in the fluid due
to its:recycling in a fairly active convection zone.

The value of resistivity tor ~yer 4 is undoubtedly, large, and 40 000 ohm
metre could easily be a .minimumval1,1e. Zablodti(1.976). has .stressed that the thick
ness of Layer 4 and the resistivitY9f Layer Sas indicated in Table 3 are possible,
interpretations only. These parameters. are not .well defined by the Schlumberger
data alone. On the other hand, the two-loop electromagnetic induction measurements

"by Smith et al (1977) significantly constrain the Jnterpretation of these deeper
layers.

The Electromagnetic (Two-Loop) Soundings~- .·Duringthe spring of 1976, Smith
et a1,.(1977) carried out a two;loop electromagnet.icsounding over the approximate
center of the lava lens at two£ixedtransmit.ter-Feceive.r spacings, lOB and 200
metres. Their results are summarized in Table 4 •. -Several,}ayer parameters were
constrained by Smithet al in their least-squares inversion.of the electromagnetic
data·, the resistivity and thickness of the first layer (reasonably well known from
the Schlumberger measqrements), .the thickness ,of the second layer (~ssumed.to be a
warm wet layer) , and the resistivity of the third layer.

" '.Theresistivttyof the melt layer (La:y~J:' .4)~as expected to have the value

determined from a, previous loop-loop.electromagnect~c sounding p~r~o.rmed.• ,in .1?62,
when the crust of tl1e.lakewas9nly 13 metres thick. Since it is not clear whether
the melt reshtivityhas,c:hanged,appreciably over the ~nsuil'l914 years, 2.3 ohm
metres may representalowe~,limit 'on thepre.sent':'day· resistivity. What little

laboratory data are available on the electric::al.condllc::tivity()f basalt over its
melting range, 9BO·C to 1,200·c, sugge~ts th~t th~~iectrical'conducti~itychanges'

drastically in passing from theliquidto,the solid state. A conservative estimate
based on data from p~e~nall et al (l972) and Khitarov~nd Si.~itsldy (1965) is a

,,;:. , _, .>;- ..- . 'c' " . . :,',' '.. . .', ~ : ",' ': ,.-.,;, ,. ."'.... -', :" ,': .;

change of 3%/·Cln thevic;nity of .. l,lSO·C:. Murase. and McBirney ,(1973) present data
for tholei~tic.basalt leading to a value of 2.2S%t-C. However, over a limited tem-

.- . .- ',. - ,,' " ~'.'; ,- , ..; .

perature range, the laboratory data of Presnall et al (1972) show a change as great
as lOO%/·C, or a total change from 1,200·C to l,lOO·C of two orders of magnitudel
However, this is very likely an extreme value, and variations of, say, 3%/oC in the
vicinity of 1,150·C are more likely to be encountered.

15



Table 4

Combined Interpretation of Geoelectric Section Using
Schlumberger and Loop-loop Electromagnetic Sounding

(after Smith et aI, 1977)

Layer Number

1

2

3

4

5

Depth to Top
(metres)

0'

4.5

28

32.3 to 44.4

49.8 to 60.1

Resistivity
(ohm-metres)

25,000
300 to 750

10 000 (min)

2.3
10 000 (min)

16

Smith et at n6tetha~the electromagnetic soundings cannot resolve the resis
tivity and the thickness of the lava lens separately: however, the conductivity

thickness product (the conductance) of the melt layer is well determined and has a

value of 7.64 mhos from the l08..;.met.re sounding. The value of 6.86 mhos for the

conductance' bf the lava lens from the 200-metre sounding may be biased tOward "some
what lower values by either the finite geometry of the lava lens or 'by lateral

changes in the lava lens itself (Smith et aI, 1977).

Although the USGS interpretation advocates a thickness of 17.5 metres for the

lava lens, this is true only if the resistivity of the melt has not changed since
it was determined originally in 1962. As mentioned above, if the melt has cooled

30·C, then the resistivity would increase by a factor of 2, and, for the same layer

conductance, a thickness of 35 metres would be required. While the interpretation

is apparently better constrained than this, the possibility that an ambiguity of

this magnitude for layer thickness should not be unexpected has also been pointed
out by Frischknect (1976).

A schematic of a conceptual model proposed by Smith et al to account for

the essential elements of theSchlumberger and two-loop electromagnetic sounding

experiments is presented in Figure 7. The Schlumberger data have quite adequately

defined the presence of (1) a relatively dry surface layer, (2) a warm wetconduc

tiv~ layer (300 to 700 ohm-metres), and (3) a dry resistive layer (on the order of

40,000 ohm-metres) in which temperatures are sufficiently high to drive off signif

icant amounts of water vapor. ,. The two-loop· electromagnetic 'measurements have also

defined (4) a conductive melt., '17.5 met.res thick, having a resistivity of 2.3 ohm
metres, and (5) a dry reslstlvelayer below.

In order to reconcile the ele~tro~agnetib interpret~tionwiththe drilling
results and thermal' modelling ~stimates, Smith et al present the geological model

shown in Figure 8. The top of the principal molten lava lens is pegged to the

depth at which drilling encountered "melt." The fact' that the Sandia Laboratories



Fiqure'7.

45

Conceptual Model of Kilauea Iki Lava Lake
Figure 4)

PRE ERUPTlON$URFACE

(after Smith et al, 1977,.

Figure 8. Complex ,Geological Model of Kilauealki Lava Lake, Showing Strati
fication in the Melt ,Zone. The 1ower, shaded zone is less conduc
tive than the upper, not shaded, zone (after Smith et al, 1977,
Figure 14).
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hole KI 76-1 penetrated only 0.5 metre of liq~id before encountering an obstacle
may be accounted for .. by a floating, more refractory portion of crust in an other
wise liquid lava lens 17 to IS metres' thick,.

... ,. "" -

Smith et al recognize a potential,conflict between the electromagnetic model
and the thermal history estimates described above which call for a ratio. between

the cooling rates for the top c::rustand the,bottom crust ofapproximate'ly 60/40.

If the top crust is 45 m~tr~s thick, then the bottom crust should be two-thirds of

45 metres, or 30 metres t.hick. The difference between the total lava lake thick
ness (115 to 120 metres) and the combined thicknesses of the two chilled crusts (30
metres + 45 metres) leadstoa ,'Value of 40 to 45 metres for the thickness of the
liquid lava lens. In contrast, the electromagnetic interpretation suggested a

thickness of 17.5 metres. To resolve this conflict, Smith et alsuggest the model
shown in Figure S, where only the topnost portion of the liquid layer is "electri

cally active"'in the sense of ~avinga sufficiently low resistivity to differen
tiate it from the lower portion of what physically and petrologically is still a

"liquid" layer. Dense blocks of foundered crust, along with a mush of olivine
phenocrysts collecting on the bottom of the molten liquid layer due to gravita

,tional settling, will serve to increase the resistivity sufficiently 'to neutralize
the conductance of this portion of the liquid layer. This is avery plausible ex

planation and indicates that caution should be used in expecting a one-to-one cor
respondence between the electrically active layer and the petrological/rheological
molten layer.

Nevertheless, it should be expected that the most conductive part of the lava
lens should also be its most liquid-like and correspond to a zone haying the high

est temperatures. On this point, the model proposed.inFigure·S ·seems to differ
slightly from what might be expected from studies on the prehistoric Makaopuhi lava

lake since it suggests that maximum temperatures"and slowest cooling (to get rid of
the crystalline mush) is at Ii depth of 45 to 63 metres, or, say, 55 metres. This

depth is 45 to 50% of the total lake thickness as compared wit~,55 to 60% of the
\ ; .,' - ",

total lake thickness based upon the prehistoric Makaopuhi lava lake study of Evans

and Moore (196S). In short, it is felt ~hat the active or most liquid portion of
the lava lens may be somewhat thicker and deepei:than is' ihferredby Smith et al.

Nevertheless, based on the loop-loop electromagnetic sounding 'data, there is little
doubt that a liquid core of significant thickness (17 metres or greater) still

exists within the lava lake.

Defining the Lateral Boundaries

The Turam Experiment -- Flanigan ~ndZablocki (1977) have used data at 200,

400,and SOO Hz from a Turam experiment on the lava lake to define its1ateral bound
aries. A large circular loop of wire (100-metrediameter) placed directly on the

,surface of the lake approximately over the center served as the transmitter source,
and the horizontal gradient of the compl~x.vertical magnetic field component was
measured as a function of distance from its center .<Figure9). The field data were
then compared with a small ana10gscale model in the laboratory (Figure 10). Melt

conductivity and thickn~sswere inferr~ from the studies of Smith et al (1977), and
the depth to the melt was predicted on the basis of the drilling results (Colp and
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Okamura, ·~978). Although the possibility exiats that any inference regarding the
location of the edge of the melt zone from the Turam interpretation is inbred with

inferences regarding 'its depth and conductance as determined by other observations,
for the aspect ratio of depth to radius of the structure considered here, these

uncertainties contribute second order effects at most.

Three frequencies (200, 400, and 800 Hz) were used in the actual field exper-
.... . ";' '. . .

iment,although only results from 400Hz were quantitatively interpreted. The vari-

ation between the results from each profile contoured on a plane view of the lava
lake (~igure 11) suggests that the target is someWhat more complicated than a homo

geneous lens implanted in a homogeneous half-space. A comparison of the normalized
field ratios among the various profiles shows a radial 'asymmetry of 10%. As pointed

o. '.

out by Flanigan and Zablocki (1977), th,is;asymmetry could be caused by (1) differ-
ences in the conductivity thickness product (layer conductance), (2) depth to the

molten basalt, or (3) the asymmetric position of the transmitter coil relative to
the edges of· the mol ten lava lens. '

Although a relatively broad spread is evident When they'compare the data from

all profiles (Figure 11), Flanigan and Zablocki use a clever interpretational device
that minimizes the effects of such a large spread between curves: they use the data

along a single radial direction from the transmitter and determine the radius of the
best-fitting disk for that single profile (Figure l2)~ Although data from the next

radial give a slightly different radius for the disk, they treat this difference as
an actual perturbation of the edge of the conducting lava lens, rather than an in

trinsic error in their data. In this way they successfully construct an outline of
the lava lens (Figure 13) Which is someWhat distorted from a simple disk.

The Very Low Frequency (VLF) Experiment -- Preliminary magnetotelluric pro

filing at very low frequencies (VLF), 23.4 kHz arid l8~6kHz, presen_ted by Fla~igan

and Zablocki (1977), shows dramatic increases in apparent resistivity near the edges

of the melt zone (Figure 13). Apparent resistivities are quite low over the lens
itself, but, close to the edge, a high-resistivity zone, then a more conductive

zone, and finally another high-resistivity zone are encountered. These variations
are most prominent for the apparent resistivity determined from the electric field

polarized perpendicular to the edge, the so-called "perpendicular resistivity."

The variations are less pronounced for the "parallel resistivity," which is
the:apparent resistivity determined from the electric field parallel to strike, but,

nevertheless, the results are consistent. In fact, at the high frequencies .and
their associated short attenuation lengths (depths of penetration) used here, the

parallel apparent resistivity is probably more representative of true valueo£ re
sistivity at depth than is the perpendicular apparent resistivity.

The authors note the smooth flat behavior of apparent resistivities over the

interior of the lava lake and point out that one-dimensional models fitting the VLF
apparent resistivity data over the center of the lake require the presence of a low

resistivity layer (120 ohm metres) above the molten lens, ~nderlaid by a zone of

~.
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Figure 13. Apparent Resistivity Profiles Obtained Along Traverses. Circled
numbers show locations of conductOr edge (after Flanigan and
Zablocki, 1977, Figure 8).

much lower resistivity, presumably the melt zone. Apparently at these relatively
high frequencies (depth of penetration -40 metres) the electromagnetic fields are

absorbed in a more resistive halo above the molten lens and are responding only
indirectly to the presence of the molten lens itself.

An interesting feature of the VLF apparent resistivity profiles is the fine
structure associated with the edge of the lava lens. Flanigan and Zablocki have

advanced a persuasive argument that this fine structure is associated with the
presence of a shallOw convective hydrothermal cell driven by the thermal energy

released by the c66ling lava (Figure 14). Moreover, they point out that the flat
trend of apparent resistivities OVer the. lak~ continues beyond What was previouslY

thought to be· the approximate edge of the lake. tn support Of this, the authors
note that drill hoie DR 15·3/ shown in Fiqure 14, encountered molten lava/so that

perhaps the melt ZOne extends 86meWhat beyond Where it was previously thought to be.

It might be noted in passing that the present temperature inferred at. the
prefilling crater surface .appearst.o belowcomparedwlt.h the thermal modelling
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Possible Configuration of the Melt Lens, t):leHydrothermal System,
and Temperature'i:>istributionwithin the Lake '!'hat Might'Account
for the Generalized Resistivity Profile 'Shown on Top (after Flan
igan and Zablocki, 1971, Figure 9)

estimates by Dallas Peck. Apparently.temperatures at this surface should, be expec
ted to stabilize at values as high as '700·C for a considerable portion of the life
time of the molten lens, this is higher than the value of 200·' to 300·C indi~ated in
Figure 14.

AUdio Magnetotelluric Measurements

'During May 1976, the Electrical Geophysics Laboratory of the University of
Texas, Austin'~P,erformedaUdiomagn~totelluricmeasurementsat ~Osites in Kilauea
Iki crater (Figure 15), aswel1 as 6 other sites over the summit of Kilauea volcano
(Bostick et al, 1977). These measurernents,Cjlave,t;ather unexpected result~and in
retrospect demonstrate two things ~ . " ',' , '.' ..

,,1. The interpretation .of magnetotelluricmeasurernents, 'In . three-dimensional
situations.is sometimes not ·aSimple,extension "ofone-,.or· even two-dimen-
slonal theory'and "

2. Magnetotellur!cdata. even underrelativelycompl1cated,fieldiconditions,
when properly interpreted (!anlead to ,1nSight,ugarc\!ng the target that
is not attainable from other,measurement••

To illustrate the first point, Bosticket alcalcula~ed. as p~rt Jf'a pre
field planning exercis'e, the plane-layered (one-d1mensional) magnetotellUric res
ponse for the 1ayerparam~~ers 9.1ven tnTable S. These estimated values were based
on eleetromagnet.ic,wor;kas ~1l as, on thermaLmoddling calculation. performed pre
vJ,ously byUSGS.workers.
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_Figure·lS•. Location of Audio-Magnetotelluric Sites on Kilauea Iki Lava Lake
(after Bostick et aI, 1977) ,

Table 5'

Plane-layered Model to Simulate Lava Lake (Bostick, Smith and Boehl', 1977).

Layer Number

1

2

3

Depth to Top
( feet)

o
150

225

True Resistivity
. (ohm-metres)

1,000

2

1,000

'24

However, as it turned out, the observed.data (Figure 16) looked very little

like the expected plane-layered response calculated prior to the field program. The
most striking difference is the fact that the parabolic-shaped minimum in the'theo
retical curve caused by the lava lens is clearly absent in the field data. This,
apparently is due to the effects from the finite size of the lava lens. Based upon

magnetotelluric data only from sites over the middle of the :lava'lake,and upon ex

perience with plane-layered interpretations, the assertion thata1ens-like conduc
tor was present would likely not have been made. However, since both drilling and
the active electromagnetic sounding experiments indicate molten material at a depth
of only 40 to 45 metres, the lava lens does exist.

In order to model the pOssible effect of the finite geometry of the lava lens,

BostiCk.l!t al assume t.hat their lowest 'frequency, 17 Hz, is of a sufficiently long

period that induction effects can be neglected and then model the response of the
lava lens simply as the distortion of a uniform dc-telluric field by an imbedded
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Figure 16. Observed Apparent.Resistivities Compared with the Theoretical
Response ofa Plane-Layered Model Having the Characteristics
G~ven in Table 5 (after Bostick et al, 1977) ..

conducting. inhomogeneity. Aserie.' ofstraight.forward .though approximat'e, correc

.tions accounts for the fact that the l~V~ lens is beneath the floor of a crater~type
structure', and the finalinod.e(th~Y,consideri~ sho~ in Figure 17,

The smooth curves in Figurel8 repre~ent theoret.ical magnetot.elluricapparent

resistivities H~ormalized" to ~alue.away from the crater disturbance, for various

thickness~~ of the lava .. lenB in metre~, .. The apparentresisti';itiesar~c~lculated
. • ••... '.' ". ..•••• . ';.: ••':' •..•... ' ,J •. '.

for the .electr.1,c.field perpendicular to; the edge of the melt and parallel.tothe

edge<of th.e melt., ..• It .Sh~\1~db~ no~edthat'the.cu~veB for a. give~ melt thickness

Shq\\'th~ gJ;~ate8t separati~Il..near :he edgeo~.theipelt.zone '. wher,~as.Lover the

ce~ter o£the lens,.t.he theor~tical curves.from the ~~polarizat.ions·should come
together for eaCh model. In fact, this does not seem to'bappen' in the re~l data,

• • ..' . _ . ~: _ ..: ... .. .1

which are shown as the points in Figure 18 where the true distance of each site from

17N2is normalized by the radius of the lava lens (275 metres) assumed by sostick
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- Figure 17•. Assumed Form of the Melt Zone in Kilauea Iki Lava Lake (after
Bostick et al, 1977, Figure 10)

et ale Clearly, certain qualities of the theoretical model data are reflected in
the experimental data, for example, the separation between the parallel and
perpendicular resistivities increases with increasing distance. Nevertheless, there
can be little dOUbt fram inspecting Figure l~ that the problem is much more compli
cated than thesimp1~ model used in the interpretation, particularly, the observed- . -
principal resistivity values over the center of the lake do not come together as
suggested by the model,

_. Bostick et al note that the observed minimum in apparent resistivity Over the
center of the lava lake (site 17N2) is compatible with a lens thickness of approx
imately 4.6 metres,' Which gives a conductance for the lens of 2 mhos, much lesst.han
the 6.9 to 7.6 m~os determined by Smithet &1. (1917) using the two-loop electromag-
netic sounding method. To explain this discrepancy, Bostick et al have invoked the
possibie effect of a resistive "steam" sheath surrounding the lava lens. Using
Schlumberger soundings, zablocki (1976) has apparently detected such a zone directly
above the lava ieris. If such a zone complet.ely surrounds the lens, it undoubtedly
represents a very high resistance iri series with the conducting lens. The net
effect would be t~deerease the apparent. conductance that. 'would be inferred from
surface telluric measurement.s, perhaps enough to reduce the apparent conductance
from 7'mhos to 2 mhos (BostiCle et a1, 1971).
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Figure 18. Experimental Data Compared with Calcul~tedApparentkesistivity
Curves for Different Assumed Values of·Melt Thickness (after
Bostick et,al, 1977, Figure 15) .

This in' itself is an important.obeervat.fonbecause the telluric fieid is con
veying.a g~eat'dea1 of information about;the.edges of the ia~a lE!nsaswel1 as about
the Int.erfacebet.ween themolte~ lens and the surrounding llIed.ii.P. ' Hence; the tel
luric field measurement.s may have provided a significant. insight into aspects of t.he
problem which ~uld have had a minimal effect on loop-loopelect.romagnetic sound
ings. on, theot.her hand, the lOop-1OOPIlt,easuremenucontributedan est.imate of t.he
lens con~uctance which 'appears to be/far less contaminated by "edge effects." In
t.h18 sente, the telluric m~alu:rement.s and the loop-loop lneasu:rements complement each
other very well, each providing information that presents a clearer picture of the
physical processes involved.
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Seismic Experiments

Aki et a1 (1978) summarize the seismic data and present a model of the struc
ture of the, magma reservoir in Kilauea -Iki. The' lateral ,extent of the magma chamber

was outlined by mapping the spatial distribution of seismic events within the upper
crust of the lava lake: regions of high microseismicity were assumed to be underlaid

at depth by a still":'mo1ten'layer of lava. Through the analysis of Love and P-waves
• . '.'-, I

generated byexpiosive sources and S-wavesfromteleseismic events, it was concluded

that the magma lens is thin (less than 10 metr'es), '.with an apparent viscosity of 107

poise, a shear velocity of about 0.2 krn/s,and aP-ve1ocity of about 0.3 km/s.

P-ve1ocity in, the crust below the lens is thought to be as low as 0.9 km/s.

Seismicity -- Passive monitoring of microearthquakes within the cooling crust
revealed a pronounced ,decrease in the, frequency of seismic events near the edge of
the lava lake. If the events originate near the magma lens, then the falloff in
activity can be used to outline the horizontal extent of the magma reservoir. Two

experiments designed to det~ct the lateral variation in seismicity were carried out.
In one experiment (Chouet et a1, 1976: Ak,i'et aI, 1978), a single seismograph was

placed at various spots, and asimP.1e count Was made of the number of events record
ed. A pronounced decrease in, frequency of "events was found north of nail l7N10 and
west of nail 22 (Figure 19). Another experiment (co1p, 1976) employed a linear
array of several geophones recording simultaneously: the array,was shifted to find

places Where there was a sharp gradient in the number of events recorded across the
array. The locations of the arrays and the points where the falloff occurs are
indicated iq Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Location of Geophones for Passive Seismic Investigations in
Kilauea Iki Lava Lake
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On the northern and eastern sides of the lava lake, the gradient in seismicity
is located close to i::he,edge ,of the magma lens as ded~ced from the electromagnetic
experiments (Figure 20) • Partic;:le motlonsof teleseitl~ic P-waves recorded at any
array across the northern edge also have. the appearance of bein,9 ,diffracted around

the edge of a magma. lens(Fehlerand'Aki,1978)~ However, the falloff in seismicity
to the west of nail 22 lies well within the bounds of the lens determined electro

~agneticallY. Either ,the edge adtually is near nail '22, as the seismicitysuggests,
or a factor, othe,rthan t~e'extent of t.he magnia body controls the level of seismic
iilctivity, at lljilast locally. We ,favor the latter explanation.

The microearthquakes are not directliassociated with magma: they accompany
cracking induced by thermal stresses as the basalt cools and contracts in the tem

perature range 9.00·c to ambient.,(Peck and Minaka1tli, 1968). The amount of cracking
may be very ,senSiti"etcicl~er factors. Peck and Minakami found a pronounced diur

nal variation in the frequency of events over ,'a recording period of2 months, with a
maximum around midnight,and~.minimuInof a factor of 3 smaller around noon. They

speculated that expansion and contraction associated with 'diurnal temperature £1uc
tuationsmay trigger, the growth ofpreexist.:l.ng'dracks. The amourtt of cracking ds

,also affected by dU~erentfalsu1:>sidenceof the-crustofthe lake., Although the
total, SUbsidence of,.thesurface .over the entire lifetime of the lava lens shows a
very regular pattern (Figure 21), the history of subsidence is both spatially and
temporally nonuniform. In some lava lakes; there'are alternating patterns of sub
sidence and uplift (wright etal, 1976). In Kilauea Iki, t.he pattern from September

•. lDD
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c::::J COLP,SEISMIC NOISE

_CONSENSUS~FINVESTIGATORS.~J SAME f:lUT. DIVIDED, OPINION

Figure 20. proposed Lateral Boundary.of Molten Lens in Kilauea IkiLava Lake
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Figure 21. Composite Contour Map of Kilauea Iki Lava Lake, Showing Total
Thickness and Subsidence (after Holcomb, 1976)

1964 to August 1965 (Peck and Minakami, 1968) was substantially different from the

cumulative pattern shown in Figure 21. The specific ·factor responsible for the
decrease in seismicity to the west of nail 22 could be related to the existence of
long parallel joint cracks, which might alter the way in which local thermal con
traction is accommodated. The site at which the ~ewest events were recorded is

located directly withinithe area of these large joint cracks (Figure 19), and the
number of events recorded increases again to the west of this spot. Thus, we sug

gest that the decrease in the number of events to the west of n~il 22 may not be be
associated with the edge of the magma lens.

Surface Waves -- One of the most important data sets, the observations of Love
wave dispersion, is used in three primary ways:

1. The ,decrease in phase velocity from the west to the east at about.nail 22
is cited as evidence suggesting the presence of a magma chamber beneath
the eastern section which is absent to the west.

2. Assuming that the magma chamber does terminate at nail 22, the efficient
transmission of Love waves across the boundary requires a low impedance
contrast, indirectly suggesting that the molten layer may be thin.

3. When a thickness of the molten layer i. assumed given by other evidence,
Aki et al claim~hat the dispersion can then be used to calculate the
shear velocity within the layer.

Records of Love waves made by transverse horizontal geophones.along'the major
axis of the lava lake show apparent velocity fluctuations along the profile. SOme



statistical tests of significance have been applied to the alternate hypotheses that
velocity is uniform along the 11neararray, ··or .that velocity is different in the
eastern and western halves of the profile'. For the: Love waves generated by a shot
at the western end of the lak~ (~igure lOin Ald et al, 1978), the phase velocity in
the eastern half of the profile ~s signifioantly slower. than the phase velocity in
the western half. The exact position of the change; in velocity is not well-defined,
Aki et al show the change occurring at nail 20, although a change at nail 22 fits'
the data equally well. A similar ,profile with· a shot. at the eastern end of the lake
shows no significant difference in velocity. Any real change in velocity is not
large enough to appear above the ,noise level. The ~ifference between the two exper
iments may be due tO,the longer predominant periods:o,f the signals in the second
experiment. The longer period waves penetrate deeper and may be ,less sensitive to
changes in depth or degree of cracking of the near-surface layers.

The Love wave.sshow normal dispersion, i.e., the phase velocity increases with
increasing period. ;In order'-toproduce a normally dispersed wave in the period
range observed, therehasto'be an, increase in shear velocity with increasing depth
someWhere in the uppermost 20 to 40 metres of the crust. Presumably, this increase
in velocity is caused by a decrease in the amount of cracking ~ith depth.

Love wave data, even covering a much broader frequency range '.than measured in
Kilauea Iki, are notorious for lack of ~nformat~on about the structure. In the

period range 0.11 to 0.16 second, Love.waves 'canbe:expected to supply only one
piece of information, sufficient to resolve,th~velocitybut nbt the thickness of a
single layer over a half-space. More layers can be included and are likely to
exist, but cannot be resolved. AlthoughAki et ale (1978) acknowledge the non
uniqueness of the inversion, it lsworthwhile emphasi~ing this' problem in more
detail.

Model A in Figur~22",which is similar to M,odel A in Figure 11 in Aki et al
and which consists of a sin91elay~r over a half-space, satisfies the dispersion
west of nail 22 reasonably tiell." East of naH22, AU etalmodeUed the dispersion
",ith -four lay~rsOve~,a hal f-space ,incl~diri9 a'. 'low:'velocity l~yerblll\ediatelY'ab~ve
the half:,:space. -:Mode1 Bin Figure 22 dem~stratesthat the only change in Moder A

required to fit the data east of nail 22 is a slight lowering of velocity in the
surface layer. Many other min()r,changes, in Model }.can ,.alse>satlsfythe, data, e.g.,

an ,incre~sein thic:krtusof the :urf.ac,e layer ~ithout a_dec~eas~ in its velocity •.
wit~ Onlya<JI\ino~ chaD:~e ins,truc~ure from west to east ~UCh as thatlndicated in

Models "A. andEl, the requirementfe>r low impedance contrast between the .two struc:",
;'''; .' . . . . .-.,:.- - - - - ". '. -; _ .. - ~ : " - - ~ - .- - .. . . -- . -. - ..

tures is automatically satisfied without having to resort to mode conversion or
:', -.~ .,', ;' ,.' ;,' ,-' ",-.;. • - -j - • '.', "- . ,-, ':' _." _'," - ;- ,':,.' ::~•. ; ." i < .',1: :-, ,: .. ', _. .' - c" . -', . -' " ",'.-' " "

limitations on the thickness·of a low:--velocitylay,r. Wl'len there is .a thick low'"
> ,',-" " :;.: , ,,' ' '. : ,', "":., ",.. ,;" , ' .. ;'; ~ ',' ' '. ,',", ' ",'.,' '; ':' , ",,:-. " "", ." ,',' , " ,;' , ", ',':' ~-

velocity ,channel.present, :fundamentaLmode L()vewavestend. ,to develOp large ampli-
'. ' ", ~' ,,'-' " ' " ' i' , '>, • -; , 'c,; , ' ' " , .. '.

tudes" within the .~hannel, thusproducin9amismatch, in, the amplitude-versus-depth
fun~t,ionsat the transition to 'a stru~tur~ with~o low-velocity channel. I~ this

: _;,,',: '",,' i ',,' __ ~ ": (, ':,~;-';", ,," ,. ,'--.-. <, i '., ' :-, . '. ' • .-:~ ;

case, aS,the Lovew-ave,enteredth.e z0n.econtaining the magma, it would be converted
to~higher ~ode wave whichhasre1ativ~1y little amplitude in the channel. Thus,

the requirement for a s;l.mil.~r~plJtude-versUS-depth pattern on both sides of nail
22, 'as discussed by Aki et al, basically means that modes will be selected which are
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Figure 22. Observed and Theoretical Phase Velocities of Love Waves

insensitive to the channel. Thus, interpretation of the Love wave data does not

requ~re the 'presence of a magma layer beneath either the eastern or the western end
of the lake.

On the other hand, the fact that the Love wave data do not require a low
velocity layer does not mean that no such layer exists. Love wave dispersion over a
limited frequency range simply is not capable of telling whether a layer is there or
not. FoI' example, Model Cin 'Figure22"aiffersfrbmModel Ain having a' liquid

layer in which rigidity is reduced to zero. The interface at 40 metres then acts as
a free surface for SH-waves. Love wave motion is confined entirely to the upper 40

metres ,yet there is very 'little change in velocity. Slight mOdifica'tic)DstoModel
C 'c6Uld satisfy the data either east or west of nail 22. A low-velocityzone..,.,ith

finite rigidity actually lowers the phase velocity more because then some of the
energy can be trapped in the low-velocity zone. Tl1eimp.ortantpoint is that, by

modifying the st.ructure above 40.metres depth,. a variety .ofcombinations. of .iow
velocity layer thickness and velocity can be 'made' consistent ,with the "data.



One of the most surpriEling results of the active seismic experiments is the

absence of coherent Rayleigh waves. Why, ~h~~l~Lo'f~""aves beobserv~dwhen 'Rayl~igh
waves are not? Aki et ai have suggested that the reason for this, may be two-fold.

The presence of a thin liquid lava layer could preferentially lower the phase veloc
ity of'the RaYleigh wav~s drasticallyr~lativ~to the Love ~aves so that the Ray

leigh wavelengths wouidbe sho~tened to such a degree that, relative to Love waves,
they would besev~relY scattered. The second reasonsuggested by Aki'et alisthat
anisotropy exists in the distrIbution of, cracks. Ve~tical cracks due to columnar
jointing, because they are spaced regularly and uniformly, will affect the elastic
moduli of both Rayleigh waves and Love waves equally. On the other hand, horizontal
cracks may b~ distdbut~d irr~9u1.arly, ~nd, because they affect the shear moduli

controlling OnlYrhe,RclYl~:i.gh·wavemode and 'nof th~ Love wave mode, Love waves ,can
propagate more coherently.

A t.hird possible explanation is that Love waves are propagating in a layer

above and isolated frorlt a liquid,10w-;ve10clty layer, as in Model C. Rayleigh
waves, however, can propagate within a liqui~: much of their ene~gy may be trapped

and attenuated within the liquid layer. Because the Love waves may be isolated
within surface 1aye!s, 'they provide no information about the ~olten zone, while the

Rayleigh waves which propagate within the zone may be difficult to observe.

Body Waves -- An unexpected res,IJ.1t ,of thepassive seismic experiment is the
arrival of SH-waves from'a teleseismic event, apparently transmitted through the

1ava'lake. Aki et a1 use this observation to place constraints ,on ~he thicknes~ and
viscosity of the magma )ens • Again, their, ~nterl'r~tationis h:i.gh1y nonunique. A
naive observer might simply assume that the transmittal of an SH "signal, coupled

_.. .. ,'," - .... :;'" .,,, .... ': "',' .. .' ,.... " :...
with the fact that the Love wave data can be fit without a low-velocity zone, in-

. , " - ~ .... " " .. , .:: ~ .. "'. '," '. "', .': .. " " .... '.-..... : .. - "-,.. .. _.. '-'," ,' .. -:.,,' ,'- ,.'- .. ', .. <'.' - "... "

dicates that there is no molten lens remaining anywhere within the lake. Given the
~priori knowledge that such a lens does exist, the arrival of SH-waves becomes an

enigma. It was found, however, that a viscosity of the magm,a on the order of 107

poise allows some tra.nsmitt~l of shear energy. "With additional, assumptions, a
transmissi~n coeff!,cient (T) ,of about 0,.014 was 'found for ,a 30-metre-'thick layer.
This tran~miSEli0rlco~fficient'isappa~ent11eonsideredtoo low. However, a value
for T of about 0.03~as calculated for alO-metre layer ~nd was accepted. A
difference factor of2 wh~n the size of th~'input signal is not known cannot be

considered a satisfacto:rY dlsCriminant.

If T is on the order of 0.03, their model is int.ernally inconsistent. Since
3 ' 5

most rel??rtedvaluesof~is~osi~YfOrbasa1ticmagmas are in the rangelO to 10
~dise,the authors'invoke the Bin9ha~bodY model of viscosity to justify t.he vis
cosity ofl07 ¢ise~eededfortra!1sn\iss.i.on of SH~av~s> In an experiment by 'Shaw

• "'/ " '",':' ':":'" ',':,' ", " •• > .: '. ' , " , " " ,:' ',. '3 '" 4" , ,
et al (19681,basalticmagma.'tlas,fo~.dto exhibit aVi~,cosity of 10 to 10 poise,
on~yabovea"finite'yfe1dst~ess~lrIe~~l\ired~n;",,0 c:as~sat 700.a,nd 1,200 dynes/cm"l.
Akietalpoint out that'lO-S em amPHtude()fthesig~~l~eceived corresponds to a
str~~s of, abOut iso dynelcm2 , well 'below 'th~ yield: stresS. However, if the trans

mis~ion' coeffi~ien~ is on th~ order of 0.03, the incident wave would involve stres
ses about 33 times larger, well ab?ve th~ yield st.ress. With a viscous magma, p-

, .': ~.;

waves should also, be attenuated. Given the lO-metre layer and a frequency of 10 Hz,
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Aki et al compute a transmission coefficient of 0.17 for P-waves. However, a linear
array of geophones spread across the northern side of Kilauea Iki found no decrease
in amPlitude of teieseismiccp-waves,asfaras 106 metres inside the inferred edge of

the magma len~ (Fehler and Aki, 1978). Also, Aki et al identify late arrivals on
refra,ction records as single and double reflections passing through the molten layer
two and four times. If the magma really is unusually viscous and therefore attenu
'ates P-waves, these multiple reflections probably wou~d not'beobs~rved. In our
opinion, a sat.isfactory explanation for the apparent ~rrival ofSH-waves has not yet
been advanced.

There are a number of plausible alternatives to the Bingham model explanation
for the presence of SH-waves. One possibility is that the waves propagate horizon

tally from the edge nearest the epi~enter. Another possibility is that some S-wave
energy is converted and transmitted through the magma as a P-wave, then reconverted

to 'an S-wave in the upper crust. This suggestion cannot be lightly dismissed simply
because the motionob~rvedwas on a transversely oriented geophone. Radial and

. , -. . -/ .- - ' - ..

transverse components wer.e not simultaneously recorded, so the polarization of the
wave is not actually known. There could be some SV motion on the transverse geo

phone if the rec~ivers were not oriented exactly perpendicular to the azimuth to the
epicenter, or if the wave did not trav~l the least-distance path, or if the layering

is nonhorizontal, or if the anisotropic orientation of cracks in the upper crust
causes the SH- and SV-waves to be coupled. All of these conditions are probably

satisfied. Lending credence to this interpretation are the apparent observations of
P-wave energy on at least one of the transvers~ geophones (nail l7S2, Figure 12 in
Aki et al, 1978) and the close correlation between transverse and vertical motion
during the arrival of the S-wave at another station (nail.17Sl). Anymechanism
which allowed as much as 10% of the S-wave energy to be received on the transverse
geophones would be an order of magnitude more efficient than the transmittal of

S-wave energy through a viscous magma lens.

Active seismic refraction experiments were carried out along both the major
and minor axes of the lava lake. The first P-arrival is rapidly attenuated with

distance and has a very low velocity of only 0.8 to 2.2 km/s. The lowest velocities
were found in the highly cracked region near the vent in the westernmost part of the

lake. As Aki et al point out, the extremely low velocities must be due .to the pres
ence of cracks in the upper crust since the P-velocity of rock samples gives veloci

ties in excess of 4 km/s. The near-surface cracks must also be dry to produce such
'low velocities.

Determination of P-velocities within and below the presumed magma lens rests

on the interpretation of second arrivals on the explosion refraction records. The
arrivals were ident.ified as P-waves on the basis of the particle motions on vertical

and radial components. Of the records presented (Figures 6 and 7 in Aklet al,
1978), the most convincing correlation between the two components was recorded from
shot Sl at nail l7N9, as shown at the top of Figure 23'. The v,ertical and radial
components seem to be in phase, indicating P-type partlclemotion. However, most of

the other recordings are much less coherent. In the traces at three successive dis
tances shown in Figure 23, there is great variability in the phase relationships.

, ., ....

An equally plausible interpretation of these relatively large-amplitude, long-period
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Figure 23. :comparisons'of Records FromVerHcal and Radial'HoriZontAl
Geophones (after Aki et al, 1978, Figures 6 and 7). cAmerican
Geophysical Union, 19-,8. Used by permission.

signals is that tl1ey, represent the arrival,of ~ncoherent Rayleigh wave energy. If
more than one Rayleigh mode is' present, perhaps one guided primarily ~ithin the
upper crust and, another within, a lo.w-velocity .channel, ,their inte,r.feunce could pro
duce the pronounced phase and 'amp'lit:ud~'vari~bilitywhich is observ~d. .The inter
ference of twa modes could also be anotherexPla~ationfo~'the unusual lack of co-
herent Rayleigh waves noted earlier. '.,'

;, .'..'. .', ..

If the identification of the .,laterarr.ivals .as i>-wavesis correct, ;,theinter
pretation in terms of velocity, structure :rests on two weak points I the delay time t:. T

and the thickness of the low-velocity layer.\The. onset. of the signal is not at all'
clear, (see Figure 23 in this report and Figures 6 and.7,inAki et al).·<:Thepeak
preceding the preferred arrival time on-most ,of the.horizontalrecords,could equally
well have 'been chosen and would reduce t:.T:by30J,orltlore. As discussed previously,
constrai~ts onthe,thickne!Ss ofthe'low--velocity zone.are very weak. ~yassuming a
thin mOlten layer, the authorsareforQed to accept both very 10wP-velocity within
the magma and low velocities in the crust'beneath the lens",

Summary of Seismic Experiments --The resolution of the seismic experiments
was limited by the diffiCUlt environment., Attenuat.ionandscatteX'ing within .the
cracked crust and possibly within the magma itself severely curtail the ,range 'in
which clear . signals canbe,received'.inan active experiment. Theprimaryinforma
tion gained from i>-waves and· Love ' waves in. the active experiments, concerns the '
nature and extentof.cracking inthe.uppermost>crust. : The fortuitous. reception of
teleseismic signals provided some additional constraints on the structure of the
lava lake, but the interpretation is uncertain without more precise control from
active experiment.. None of,the seismic experiments provides unequivocal evidence
that a molten reservoir even exists: given that it does exist, there is very little

control on its thickness or lateral extent.
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On the other hand, the monitoring of loc~l seismic events which are apparently

related to thermal contraction phenomena above the cooling lava lens has proven to
be a useful tool in delineating its lateral boundaries. More attention, however,

should be directed toward explaining the mechanism for causing this impulsive seis
micactivity. This may be particularly important if analog phenomena are associated

with large-scale magma bodies in the crust.

A Proposed Model for the Lava Lake

A model representing the present configuration and structure of Kilauea Iki

lava lake must embody the following constraints I

1. The total thickness of the present lava lake is 115 to 120 metres

(Holcomb, 1976).
2. Recent drilling has encountered melt at a depth of 45 metres: however, it

was ,no,t ~ssible to penet.rate the melt more than 0.5 metre (Colp and
,Okamura, 1978).

3. Temperature logs in recent drill holes reveal isothermal temperatures of

100·C from 10 metres depth to '33 metres, Where a rapid increase in tem
perature occurs until melt (probably 1,070 ~ 5·C) is encountered at 45

metres (Colp, 1916).

4. schlumberger electrical sounding data define a very resistive surface
layer 5 metres thick and a w~t, less reSistive, warm layer at 5 metres,
extending to approximately 30 metres, underlaid by a very resistive layer
representing the top of the transition zone between 100·C and 1,070·C

(Zablocki, 1976: Smith et al, 1977).
5. Love wave dispersion indicates the amoUnt of cracking must decrease with

depth. The veryl:ow P-wave velocities require the cracks to be dry, at

least in the uppermost crust (Aki et al;1978).
6. Two-loop elec'tromagnetic sounding data reveal a layer at a depth of 38 to

44 metres having a total conductance of 6.86 mhos.
7. Field studies on the petrology of the prehistoric Makaopuhi lava lake, in

conjunction with thermal history calculations, suggest that maximum
temperatures and the slowest rate of cooling are encountered in a depth

range slightly below the middle of, the lava lake, at a depth from 54% to
60% of the total lake thickness (Evans and Moore, 1968).

A proposed model meeting these constraints is shown in Figure'24, along with

the geological model of Smith et al (1977). Since the gravitational settling of
olivine crystals and the upward migration of residual fluid eventually forming'glass

are useful indicators of rheological and temperature conditions in the melt"at
intermediate times in the cooling history of <the. lava layer, the authors have also
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Figure 24. Proposed Model of Vertical Section throl,lghKilaueaIki Lave Lake

shown smoothed versions of theconcentr~tionsof olivine phenocrysts ~nd residual'
glasses as observed by Moore and Evans, (~967)Clnth~prehistoricMakaopl,lhi lava
lake. Since the prehistoric lava lake had a depth of 67 metres and the present
Kilaue.a ,IU lava hkehasadepthof ,1l~>.to l20metres, the ,authors have simply
expanded the depth scale of Moore and Evans ,by a linear factor of 115/67 • Smoothing

,. . .

of the original da,ta was accomp~ishedl,lsit1g visl,lal three-point averages •

Although conceivably the depths shown in, Figure 24 should have been arrived at
by expanding the original depths according to some rigorous scaling law, the fact is
the authors are not certain What the scaling law would be for this complex situa
tion, nor is it known, with any, degree ()f certainty, that the initial conditions
were at all analogous between the MakaopUhiprehistoric flow and the present-day
Kilauea ,Ikilavalake. Theal,lthors,feelthat 'illinear scaling factor is the most
soph1sticatedthat ,should be l,lsed in l1ght,ofthel,lncerta.lnties involved.

The J\\odel,inE;igure 24 has the;followlnglayersl

I. A dry,' resistive surface layer ,from the surface ,to 'a.pproxima.telyS metres
(Zablocki, 1976).

,no A warm, Wetlay:~ratlOO·c,containing~pprecia),)le water and/or steam
from 5 metres ,tcl"'~depth of 33 metres (Zablocki, 1976) •

i
III. A transition la)rer from 33 to 4,5 metres over, Which temperatures increase

I
fromlOO· to 1,trO·C. The top of this layer will appear resistive as
water is flashed as superheated steamlthe bottom will appear conductive
as temperatures become sufficiently high to activate appreciable
~~nduction in therockltself(Zablocki,1976,Smith et al, 1977).
Layers IV, V, arld VI are all. in theso-caliedmelt zone.
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IV. A thin zone (to 5 metres thick) rep~esentirig a plexus of molten sills

interbedded with solid layers (Colp and Okamura, 1978).
V. A layer ,having <the highest ,temperature, 'lowest viscosity, and lowest

density of olivine phenocrysts from 49± 2metrea to approximately 70
metres, (modified 'from Smithet al, 1977).

VI. A smooth transition. zone from low...viscosity melt at, for example, 70
metres to a crystalline mush, and t.henintocooler melt having a lower
densit.y of olivine phenocrysts. The uncert.ainty in the depth to the
bottom of t.his layer (87 ± 7 metres) is shown by the error bar (after
Moore and Evans, '1967) •

VII. Solid basalt having a temperature which, in analogy with the calculation
of Shaw etal (1977), graduallyciecreases from 1 070·C at the top of the
layer (80 to 95 metres) to 700· or 750·Cat the bottom of the layer (115
to 120 metres).

A comparison of this model ,with the previous model of Smithet al (1977) shows
that t.he gross features persist, although minor differences have been introduced in

the light of geological information from the prehistoric Makaopuhi lava lake. In
particUlar, the melt layer of smith et al Which apparently consisted of a rather
uniform distribution of large solid blocks of more refractory material is replaced
by Layers IV and V of Figure 24. Layer V is somewhat t.hicker t~an the electrically

active zone of smith et al and, unlike the active zone of smith et al, is not under
laid abruptly by a layer 1?0 times more resistive but instead grades smoothly, both
elect.ricallyand rheologically, into a crystalline mush.

The difference in total thickness between the two models is of little conse
quence, since the lll-metre thickness used bySmithet al is based on an older pub

lished value probably representing an average thickness for the entire lake, and our
115- to 120-metre thickness represents a recent evaluation by Holcomb (1976) of the

*total thickness in the deepest part of the lake.

The Lateral Boundaries of the Lava Lens

Both active electromagnetic experiments and the passive monitoring of local
seismic events have served to'define the lateral boundaries of the lava lens. In
particular, the Turam and VLF investigations of Flanigan and Zablocki (1977), along
with additional preliminary VLF data furnished by L. Anderson (1976), have been use
ful electromagnetic techniques in this phase of the study.

The monitoring of impulsive natural seismic events was initiated by K. Aki and

B. Chouet (Chouet et al, 1976) and continued byColp (1976b).

* .. , .' , '
Drilling in the lava lake by Sandia in 1978 and 1979 confirmed the basic ele-

ments of this proposed vertical model, in particular, the existence of the crystal
line mush. The thickness of the molten layer having a low concentration.of olivine
phenocrysts may have been somewhat overestimated.
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A map (Figure 20) showing the bouridary of the lava lens as determined by all
of ~hese workers shows l~xcellent agreement between the .various methods on the nor
thern and eastern sides'and suggests thatunc.rtainty regarding the precise location
of the edge of the lens lies within a b~nd from 25 td 50 metres wide. However, (

there is fundamental dilSagreement between the seismic and electromagnetic methods on
the location ,of the west;ern edge of the lens • It may be that there is only a very
thin lens west of nail ~!2 which can be detected electromagnetically but is transpar
ent to seismic techniquEls •.. This question can probably be ·answend only by a. dril
ling program. The mini~lumdiameter of the ,lava lens is 500 metres 'north~south, and
the maximum diameter is 750 metres east-west. Moreover, the audio magnetotelluric
investigations of Bosticlk et al (1977) suggest that the entire lava lens is envel
oped bya water-depleteo. steam sheath.

Speculation on thE! Thickeet' Portion of the Lava Lens .,.- The geophysical sens
ing experiments to date have only obliquely suggested lateral variations in either
the material characterh:tics or'thethicknesis of the lava lens. At present it is
felt that the best constraints on where the lava lens is thickest are provided by
the maximum total thiekil,essof the entire lava lake, as derived ,from subtracting
preflow topography from present topography, and·· the area of maximum subsidence of
the surface due to the~.al contraction and crystallization of the lava upon cooling.

In Figure 21., is a ,c;:omposit,econtour map ,in which.the total lake thickness and
the surface 8ubsidencec:lata of Holcomb (1976) are compared. From this comparison it
is suspected that the me;lt wouldhavlila,re1atively uniform maximum thickness over an
al:'ea 300 mliltres wide ano~ 500 metres long ,'centeredapproximate1y on nail 17N2.

In summary, it isfel,t thatthegeophyslcal sensingexpuimerits on Kilauea Iki
lava lake have Provided ~ unique opportunity to quantitatively define the configura-

~ - - ~- .

tion and structure of a .mall~sca1e active magma body. Although in this report a
great deal of attentlon'~aa been paid 'toaaseaain9'~hestrengthsand, weaknesses of

I ' ' , .

the various methodaand _xperimental results, the end product of all these experi-
ments _hould 1llustrate.~he value in closely coordinating comprehensive geophysical
and geological investigalions of'active~agma systems. In this respect, the pl:'oject

I" '. . '. " , . . .... '
can be regarded as'being overwhelmingly Jluccessful.
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